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Abstract. This chapter introduces a specific application domain of pro-
cess mining: healthcare. Healthcare is a very promising domain for pro-
cess mining given the significant societal value that can be generated
by supporting process improvement in a data-driven way. Within a
healthcare organisation, a wide variety of processes is being executed,
many of them being highly complex due to their loosely-structured and
knowledge-intensive nature. Consequently, performing process mining in
healthcare is challenging, but can generate significant societal impact. To
provide more insights in process mining in healthcare, this chapter first
provides an overview of healthcare processes and healthcare process data,
as well as their particularities compared to other domains. Afterwards, an
overview of common use cases in process mining in healthcare research is
presented, as well as insights from a real-life case study. Subsequently, an
overview of open challenges to ensure a widespread adoption of process
mining in healthcare is provided. By tackling these challenges, process
mining will become able to fully play its role to support evidence-based
process improvement in healthcare and, hence, contribute to shaping the
best possible care for patients in a way that is sustainable in the long
run.

Keywords: Process mining · Healthcare · Evidence-based process
improvement

1 Introduction

The prior chapters of this book introduced various process mining topics. In
contrast to these preceding chapters, this chapter focuses on introducing a spe-
cific application domain of process mining. In particular, this chapter focuses
on healthcare. In process mining research, healthcare illustrations are often used
to demonstrate new techniques, or a healthcare problem is the starting point
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of the research project altogether [55]. This can be, at least partly, explained
by the great societal value related to efforts to improve the healthcare system.
In many countries, the long-term sustainability of the healthcare system is an
important societal issue due to trends such as the increasing life expectancy, and
the raising prevalence of chronic diseases [29]. Improvements in terms of health-
care processes is an indispensable piece of the puzzle to sustain the healthcare
system, while continuously improving the quality of care delivered to the patient.

Within the healthcare domain, many different processes are being performed
in a wide variety of healthcare organisations. Many processes in healthcare are
complex as they are loosely-framed and knowledge-intensive [20,55,58]. While
the former indicates that healthcare processes can typically be executed in a
large number of distinct ways [58], the latter indicates that the trajectory that
is followed strongly depends upon complex decisions made by knowledge workers
such as physicians and nurses [20]. These healthcare processes are increasingly
being supported by health information systems [53], which capture data about
the real-life execution of a process in their databases. This data can be leveraged
to compose an event log, the key input for process mining [55].

There has been a steady growth in research interest on process mining in
healthcare in recent years [17]. Despite the great potential of process mining
to support process improvement in healthcare and the increasing number of
methods specifically designed for the healthcare context, the systematic uptake
of process mining in healthcare organisations outside the research context is
still fairly limited [55]. Hence, there are still challenges ahead that need to be
overcome, which is consistent with the fact that process mining in healthcare
is a rather young research area. Moreover, healthcare is a highly dynamic field
as processes change due to advances in, for instance, medicine and technology
[29,55]. For instance, the increasing presence of wearable devices and mobile
health applications provides opportunities to collect richer data about a partic-
ular process, but also presents new challenges, e.g. in terms of merging all data
sources [37,55]. Even though it will require continued efforts, it is worthwhile to
benefit from opportunities and tackle challenges as it will enable process mining
to fully play its pivotal role to instigate evidence-based process improvement in
healthcare [55].

The goal of this chapter is to introduce the reader to healthcare as an appli-
cation domain for process mining. To this end, the remainder of this chapter is
structured as follows. Section 2 provides a primer on healthcare processes and
healthcare process data, with an emphasis on its particularities. Section 3 intro-
duces the reader to the common use cases of process mining in healthcare from
a research point of view. Section 4 discusses a case study, which illustrates the
potential of process mining in the context of a specific hospital. Section 5 outlines
the key open challenges that the community is confronted with when it aspires
a broad uptake of process mining in healthcare. The chapter ends with a brief
conclusion in Sect. 6.
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2 A Primer on Healthcare Processes and Process Data

Before providing an overview of common use cases in the process mining from
healthcare literature, this section sets the stage by providing an overview of
healthcare organisations and healthcare processes (Sect. 2.1). Moreover, the par-
ticularities of healthcare processes and healthcare process data are introduced
(Sect. 2.2).

2.1 Healthcare Organisations and Healthcare Processes

Some readers might implicitly equate healthcare to the care that patients receive
in a hospital. Hospitals, either general hospitals or specialised hospitals [57], play
an important role in the provision of healthcare services. As will become apparent
in Sect. 3, many process mining applications are also situated within the hospi-
tal context. However, it should be noted that curative care, i.e. care focused on
the treatment of diseases to increase life expectancy [88], is organised in vari-
ous types of healthcare organisations [57]. For instance: long-term care facilities
provide care to patients suffering from a chronic disease or patients needing long-
term rehabilitation after a hospital discharge. Psychiatric care organisations, in
their turn, provide therapy for patients with mental problems. Home-based care
organisations, another category of healthcare organisations, deliver care services
in the comfort of the patient’s home [57].

Within a particular healthcare organisation, a wide variety of healthcare
processes is being performed. A basic distinction between medical treatment
processes and organisational processes is introduced by Lenz and Reichert [46].
Medical treatment processes, also commonly referred to as clinical processes, have
a direct link to the patient and are connected to the therapeutic-diagnostic cycle.
This implies that, in these processes, healthcare professionals takes informed
decisions regarding the patient’s diagnosis or therapy based on medical knowl-
edge and the available patient-related information. Organisational processes, in
their turn, cover all processes that support medical treatment processes by coor-
dinating actions between different healthcare professionals and supporting staff,
potentially even belonging to various departments. Examples include appoint-
ment or procedure scheduling processes, as well as logistical processes of patients
or goods [46,67].

An alternative categorisation of healthcare processes is provided by Mans
et al. [52]. Their classification solely takes processes that are directly related to
the patients into account, but considers both medical activities as the prepa-
ration of these activities (such as booking the appointment) as being part of
the same process. Against this background, Mans et al. [52] make a distinction
between elective care processes and non-elective care processes. The execution
of elective care processes can responsibly be postponed for several days or weeks.
Within this subcategory, a further distinction is made between standard, rou-
tine, and non-routine care processes. For standard care processes, a structured
treatment trajectory is available, containing information about the activities
that need to be performed, as well as the timing that needs to be respected.
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In a routine care process, various treatment trajectories can be followed to obtain
an outcome that is typically known. The latter does not hold for non-routine
care processes as a physician will need to determine the next step in the treat-
ment trajectory based on the patient’s reaction on the current process step.
While elective care can be postponed for several days or weeks, non-elective care
processes refers to unexpected medical treatments that need to be performed
promptly. Here, a distinction is made between emergency care processes, which
should be executed immediately, and urgent care, which can be postponed for a
limited period of time (e.g. a few days) [52].

From the previous, it follows that healthcare is a highly versatile domain,
with a large variety of healthcare organisations and a mix of different processes
being executed at these organisations. These processes can be fairly structured
(e.g. standard care processes) or highly unstructured (e.g. non-routine care pro-
cesses) [52]. The close interconnection between processes, even across different
healthcare organisations, adds to the complexity of the healthcare domain. For
instance: the trajectory of a patient suffering from a chronic disease might consist
of surgery at a specialised hospital, several check-ups at a local general hospital,
as well as multiple therapies taken at home under the supervision of a home
nurse [55]. Even within a single healthcare organisation, processes are closely
intertwined as, e.g., efficiently carrying out surgical processes depends on the
timely execution of logistical processes, both regarding patient transportation
and the material flow.

2.2 Particularities of Healthcare Processes and Process Data

To really grasp the challenging nature of healthcare as an application domain
for process mining, it is important to understand the particularities of health-
care processes and healthcare process data. Munoz-Gama et al. [59] defined ten
distinguishing characteristics of healthcare processes, which also impact the pro-
cess data that will be recorded. While some of these characteristics might also
be relevant for other sectors, their combined occurrence in the healthcare con-
text needs to be reckoned with and will generate challenges when conducting
process mining analyses. The ten key particularities of healthcare processes and
healthcare process data, as defined in Munoz-Gama et al. [59], are discussed in
the remainder of this subsection.

Exhibit Significant Variability. An important contributing factor to the com-
plexity of healthcare processes is their significant variability [63,67]. Variability
is caused, amongst others, by the diversity of activities that can be performed
(e.g. a wide variety of examinations and treatments) in various orders, and the
different characteristics of patients (e.g. they can suffer from various combina-
tions of co-morbidities, influencing the way the process is executed) [67]. As a
consequence, in many healthcare contexts, almost every case will have a unique
trajectory through the process, leading to challenges within the context of, e.g.,
control-flow discovery [59].
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Value the Infrequent Behaviour. In many domains, process mining is used
to better understand the typical behaviour of a process. Hence, as infrequent
behaviour would complicate, e.g., the discovered control-flow model, it is often
removed in the pre-processing stage of a process mining project [15]. However, in
healthcare, infrequent behaviour can be a source of valuable knowledge about the
process. It might, for instance, highlight infrequent treatment paths that result
in the same clinical outcome, unveiling knowledge about alternative treatment
options for a particular disease [22,59]. Understanding infrequent behaviour
is important as solely focusing on models representing the typical behaviour
could generate blind spots, which constitute missed innovation opportunities for
healthcare processes [59].

Use Guidelines and Protocols. Within the field of medicine, various clini-
cal practice guidelines and protocols are available, which build upon evidence-
based information on a certain topic [79,87]. This implies that, for clinical pro-
cesses, reference processes are often available, which does not hold in many other
domains [35]. This opens opportunities for process mining to, e.g., analyse the
adherence to these guidelines and protocols [34,59].

Break the Glass. While clinical practice guidelines and protocols aim to achieve
standardisation in clinical processes, medical doctors and healthcare profession-
als might need to deviate from guidelines and protocols when confronted with
specific situations. For example: the discovery of specific co-morbidities of a
patient might require an alternative course of action [62,72]. Another situation
that might require a deviation from protocols is an unexpected surge in the
number of arriving patients that should be coped with by a department [59].
The occurrence of such ‘break the glass’ situations will also be reflected in the
data, highlighting the crucial importance to take into account context informa-
tion when using process mining in healthcare to fully understand the process
behaviour [59,80].

Consider Data at Multiple Abstraction Levels. In a healthcare context,
data about the execution of a process can originate from various data sources,
both for clinical processes and organisational processes [45,55]. These data
sources will capture data at multiple levels of abstraction. Medical equipment
such as surgical robots or wearable devices will often generate large volumes
of very fine-grained data, which should be aggregated to retrieve meaningful
patterns [59,85]. High-level data, typically recorded in administrative systems,
tends to be directly interpretable, but might provide an insufficiently detailed
view on the process. Hence, when performing process mining in healthcare, it
might be required to integrate data from various sources, potentially bridging
clinical and administrative systems, as well as different data abstraction levels
[59].

Involve a Multidisciplinary Team. Healthcare processes typically have a
multidisciplinary character, with healthcare professionals (physicians from vari-
ous disciplines, nurses, etc.) and supporting staff with various backgrounds being
involved [55,67]. Given the critical importance of expertise from the healthcare
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domain, a multidisciplinary team needs to be involved during all stages of a pro-
cess mining initiative, ranging from the specification of the problem to the trans-
lation of process mining insights to practical actions. This implies that attention
needs to be attributed to the use of the appropriate medical terminology and
customs to assure mutual understanding [59].

Focus on the Patient. When considering healthcare processes, the key role
of the patient should be emphasised. Patients are, directly or indirectly, at the
core of nearly all healthcare processes. Hence, when performing process mining
in healthcare, specific attention should be attributed to support the provision
of patient-centred care, a key care quality indicator [11]. When focusing on the
patient journey, i.e. the trajectory of a patient over the course of a disease or
treatment [49], it is important to note that (s)he typically receives services from
various healthcare organisations (e.g. the hospital, the general practitioner, and
the physiotherapist). This also causes the patient journey data to be spread over
several organisations, with its associated challenges [55,59].

Think About White-Box Approaches. Recent advances in artificial intelli-
gence and machine learning have provided techniques to support physicians in
taking complex clinical decisions. One of the biggest hurdles for the adoption
of such techniques is the physician’s reluctance to use systems that they do not
fully understand, i.e. to use black-box approaches [65]. Hence, to support deci-
sions in a healthcare context, there is a need for white-box approaches, enabling
healthcare professionals to understand where recommendations originate from.
Process mining is perceived as such a white-box approach [39]. Nevertheless,
the understandability of process mining outcomes for healthcare professionals
should remain a permanent point of attention [55,59].

Generate Sensitive and Low Quality Data. Healthcare processes, espe-
cially clinical processes, generate sensitive data as it typically contain informa-
tion regarding a patient’s health condition, co-morbidities, ongoing treatments,
etc. Consequently, ethics in general and data privacy in particular need to be
first-class citizens when working with healthcare processes [74]. Moreover, strict
regulations are typically in place regarding the use, storage and transfer of sen-
sitive healthcare data [64]. Besides data privacy, poor data quality also char-
acterises data collection regarding healthcare processes [54,86]. Data quality, a
topic which has been discussed in Chapter 6 [18] is highly relevant in the health-
care domain, where data might suffer from various quality issues such as missing
events, incorrect timestamps and imprecise timestamps [52,86]. One of the key
reasons for data quality issues in healthcare is the fact that many events are
recorded after a manual interaction between a healthcare professional and an
information system. This might cause inaccuracies in the recorded data as some
actions might not be recorded in the system, other actions might be recorded in
the system well after they have been executed, etc. Data quality issues have to
be handled with great care when conducting process mining in healthcare [59].
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Handle Rapid Evolutions and New Paradigms. As the healthcare domain
is rapidly and continuously evolving, this also holds for processes in healthcare.
Changes are induced both by advances in clinical research, leading to changes
in diagnostic or treatment processes [24], as well as advances in technology, e.g.
the rise of remote monitoring due to the development of robust mobile health
solutions [76]. New healthcare paradigms also surface, which also have an impact
on healthcare processes. For instance: patient-centred care has become a core
paradigm in healthcare, implying that care should attribute significant attention
to the needs and preferences of the individual patient [66]. When working on
process mining in healthcare, researchers and practitioners should be aware of
these rapid evolutions and emerging new paradigms, as well as be able to cope
with them [59].

3 Use Cases in Process Mining in Healthcare Research

Against the background of the previous section, this section aims to highlight
some typical use cases for process mining in healthcare as reported in pub-
lished research articles. While many of the papers that will be referenced below
make important methodological contributions, the focus of the discussion in this
section is mainly on how process mining techniques were applied in a particu-
lar healthcare context. To structure the outline, the six process mining types
introduced in Chapter 1 [1] are used: process discovery (Sect. 3.1), conformance
checking (Sect. 3.2), performance analysis (Sect. 3.3), comparative process min-
ing (Sect. 3.4), predictive process mining (Sect. 3.5), and action-oriented process
mining (Sect. 3.6). At the end of the section, some recommendations for further
reading are provided (Sect. 3.7).

3.1 Process Discovery

Process discovery focuses on the discovery of a process model from an event log.
As holds for process mining in general, process discovery is also, by far, the most
prominent use case of process mining in healthcare [17,37]. Papers on process
discovery in healthcare typically center around the discovery of the control-flow,
i.e. the order of activities, from an event log [17].

When focusing on control-flow discovery, various algorithms have been used
to automatically retrieve a visualisation of the activity order from an event log.
Based on a literature review, Guzzo et al. [37] conclude that Heuristics Miner
is the most commonly used algorithm, followed by Fuzzy Miner and Inductive
Miner. Control-flow discovery has been applied in various healthcare contexts.
For instance: Caron et al. [14] use the Heuristics Miner to retrieve a process
model for the radiotherapy department within the context of gynaecologic oncol-
ogy. Duma and Aringhieri [25] use both Heuristics Miner and ‘Inductive Miner
- Infrequent’ to study the patient trajectory at the emergency department of an
Italian hospital. To limit the complexity of the data, they preprocess the event
log by merging consecutive events referring to the same activity in the process.
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Despite these pre-processing efforts, the Heuristics Miner discovers a spaghetti
model, which is not understandable. The ‘Inductive Miner - Infrequent’, in its
turn, generates a very simple, but imprecise model, meaning that the discovered
model allows for a lot of behaviour that is not observed in the event log [25].
Using, amongst others, Heuristics Miner and Fuzzy Miner, Kim et al. [40] focus
on the patient trajectory in an outpatient clinic in Korea. They explicitly com-
pare the process models discovered from data to a process model that has been
developed solely based on a discussion with domain experts. The process mining
insights surface some important trajectories that are not included in the domain
experts’ model, highlighting the added value of process mining [40].

Besides automated control-flow discovery, interactive control-flow discovery
also receives some attention in literature. A distinguishing characteristic of inter-
active control-flow discovery is that a domain expert is interactively involved
while the model is being discovered from the event log [10]. In this way, domain
knowledge is embedded in the discovery processes, instead of being used to inter-
pret the output of an automated algorithm. Using a case study of the patient
trajectory of lung cancer patients, Benevento et al. [10] show that the interac-
tive process discovery approach of Dixit et al. [23] generates control-flow models
which are both accurate and understandable. In contrast, automated control-flow
discovery algorithms might experience difficulties to generate such an accurate
and understandable model. Even though the advanced algorithms discussed in
Chapter 3 [7] will prove helpful, it might still be difficult to discover accurate and
understandable control-flow models automatically. This can be, at least partly,
explained by the fact that the order of tasks in healthcare processes often depends
on highly specialised background knowledge, which is not embedded in the event
log [10]. While interactive control-flow discovery received fairly little attention so
far, it is highly promising for domains in which processes are highly knowledge-
intensive and loosely-structured, which holds for many healthcare processes [55].
For a more extensive introduction on interactive process mining in healthcare,
the reader is referred to Fernandez-Llatas [29].

A important challenge in control-flow discovery in healthcare, especially for
medical treatment processes, is the great variability [59]. As many different paths
through the process tend to occur, applying a control-flow discovery algorithm
often results in a spaghetti model, which is very complex or even impossible to
understand [51]. To handle this problem, trace clustering techniques can be used
to create more homogeneous patient subgroups, which can be studied separately
in an effort to reduce complexity. For instance: Mans et al. [51] use trace cluster-
ing on an event log of gynaecological oncology patients from a Dutch hospital to
generate patient groups that follow a similar trajectory. Despite the potential of
trace clustering, Lu et al. [48] also recognise some challenges. These include the
fact that individual clusters might still contain thousands of distinct activities
performed for patients, which would still be highly problematic for control-flow
discovery purposes. Moreover, suppose clusters are created based on the medical
condition of patients, each cluster might still contain a wide variety of patient
trajectories as the same condition might be handled in a variety of ways. Against
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this background and with the ambition to generate clusters that are meaning-
ful to domain experts, Lu et al. [48] develop a novel trace clustering method.
Their method starts from a small sample set of patients, based on input from
domain experts, to generate clusters. An evaluation of the method at a Dutch
hospital highlights that the resulting control-flow models presented meaningful
behavioural patterns for medical experts [48].

While the majority of control-flow discovery contributions take data from the
hospital information system as a starting point, other types of input data are
also occasionaly taken into consideration [37]. For example: Fernandez-Llatas
et al. [31] use real-time indoor location systems data, which track the movement
of patients throughout the surgery area of a Spanish hospital. Using this data,
PALIA is used to discover a process model that represents the order of locations
that a patient has visited [31]. Another illustration is the work of Lira et al. [47],
where video recordings of a surgical procedure, i.e. the ultrasound-guided cen-
tral venous catheter placement, are used as input data. These video recordings
are tagged to generate an event log, which is used as an input for control-flow
discovery [47].

All of the aforementioned papers focus on the discovery of control-flow mod-
els. However, as highlighted in Chapter [1] process discovery can also relate to
other perspectives of the process, such as the resource perspective. For instance,
Alvarez et al. [3] identify collaboration patterns between healthcare profession-
als within the emergency department of a hospital. The resulting process model
sheds valuable insights in the interactions between physicians, nurses, medical
assistants and technicians [3]. Similarly, one of the analyses conducted by Agnos-
tinelli et al. [2] centers around the identification of interactions between differ-
ent subdepartments in an Italian outpatient clinic. These examples highlight the
potential of process mining to discover valuable process models in healthcare,
also beyond the control-flow perspective.

3.2 Conformance Checking

As highlighted in Sect. 2.2, a multitude of clinical practice guidelines and proto-
cols are available in the healthcare domain, which can act as reference processes
[59]. Conformance checking, the topic of Chapter 5 [13] and a second common
use case for process mining in healthcare, enables assessing the adherence of the
real-life healthcare process (as captured by the event log) to clinical guidelines
and protocols, as well as to study where reality deviates from an already exist-
ing process model [55]. For instance: Mannhardt and Blinde [50] use the public
sepsis event log and aim to assess the conformance of the real-life process with
two rules put forward by the sepsis guidelines at that time: (i) the time differ-
ence between the moment at which the triage document is completed and the
admission of intravenous antibiotics should be less than 1 h, and (ii) the time
difference between the moment at which the triage document is completed and
the measurement of lactic acid should be less than three hours. Through the
use of multi-perspective conformance checking, the authors conclude that the
first rule is violated for 58.5% of the patients, while the second rule is only vio-
lated for 0.7% of patients. This observation constitutes a basis to look into the
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adherence to medical guidelines in more detail [50]. Another example is the work
by Rinner et al. [68], who use alignment-based conformance checking to assess
the compliance between the European guideline on melanoma treatment and an
event log from an Austrian medical university. This analysis is highly relevant
as the authors indicate that patients which comply to the guidelines have a sig-
nificantly better prognosis than deviating patients [68]. Also focusing on clinical
guidelines, Huang et al. [38] propose an approach to detect both global and local
anomalies between a clinical pathway and an event log. While the former refers
to patient trajectories that significantly deviate from the clinical pathway, the
latter represents a deviation in a particular part of the trajectory. This approach
is applied to an event log containing trajectories of unstable angina patient at a
Chinese hospital [38].

While conformance checking offers great potential, Sato et al. [75] highlight
the challenge that clinical guidelines and protocols are often defined at a differ-
ent level of aggregation than the events in the event log. To tackle this problem
and using the pre-operative phase of bariatric surgery as an illustration, the
high-level activities in the reference model are explicitly mapped to the events
included in the event log. Besides the potential discrepancy in terms of the level
of aggregation, Bottrighi et al. [12] also highlight that clinical guidelines typi-
cally focus on patients in general, while clinical practice often requires adapt-
ing general guidelines to the specificities of individual patients and contexts.
For instance: patients might have several co-morbidities and certain equipment
might not be available in a particular situation. As a consequence, physicians
add what is called basic medical knowledge in order to alter clinical guidelines
to the specific patient and contextual characteristics. This adds a dimension to
conformance checking: besides checking the adherence to the clinical guideline,
the basic medical knowledge that the physician adds also needs to be taken into
consideration [12].

The aforementioned examples use clinical guidelines and protocols as the
reference model. While this is a common situation in the healthcare domain, it
should be noted that conformance checking techniques can also generate valuable
insights when the reference model originates from a different source. For instance:
Kirchner et al. [41] perform conformance checking within the context of the liver
transplantation process. To create the process model to compare the event log
with, an interdisciplinary team consisting of physicians and modelling experts
was brought together [41]. This example highlights that conformance checking is
a versatile toolkit to assess whether hospital processes are performed in reality
as intended according to any form of reference model.

3.3 Performance Analysis

Regarding the evaluation of healthcare process performance, various types of
performance measures can be used. A basic distinction can be made between
clinical, financial and operational key performance indicators. A clinical key
performance indicator relates to a measure of the patient’s medical condition,
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a financial key performance indicator reflects the financial effect of the execu-
tion of the process, and an operational key performance indicator represents
a measure regarding the operational execution of the process. The category of
operational key performance indicators can be further subdivided in time-related
and resource-related key performance indicators. The former can, for example,
be the waiting time of a patient or the length of stay, while the latter can relate
to the bed occupancy rate or staff utilisation at a particular department [17].

Based on a systematic literature review, De Roock and Martin [17] conclude
that less than half of the reviewed paper reports on a specific key performance
indicator for their process mining analysis. When a key performance indicator
is used, time-related key performance indicators are used the most frequently,
followed by clinical key performance indicators. Financial and resource-related
key performance indicators are rarely used in literature [17]. A commonly used
time-related key performance indicator is the length of stay of a patient, which
represents the time between the arrival of a patient and his/her departure [89].

Rojas et al. [70] use the length of stay when conducting a performance anal-
ysis of processes at the emergency department of a Chilean hospital. Based on
their analysis, they identified that two key steps in the emergency department
process contribute to higher length of stay values for patients. Firstly, the num-
ber of examination-treatment loops that the patient goes through, indicating the
amount of time that is needed to uncover the true problem. Secondly, the need
for a validation examination, which is an examination by a physician to ensure
that the patient is ready to be discharged from the emergency department. In
the same context and with the same key performance indicator, the length of
stay at the emergency department of a hospital, Andrews et al. [5] conduct a
process performance analysis at the St. Andrew’s War Memorial Hospital in
Australia. They conclude that a key contributor to high length of stay values is
the time that elapses between the moment at which it is decided that a patient
should be admitted and the moment at which the patient can actually move to
the relevant ward [5].

3.4 Comparative Process Mining

Comparative process mining, e.g. the comparison of various patient groups,
time periods or healthcare organisations, has also been used in the health-
care domain. With respect to the comparison of patient groups, Rojas and
Capurro [69] study the medication use process for patients suffering from sepsis
in the MIMIC-II database. To this end, three patient groups are distinguished,
based on whether vasodilators, vasopressors, or systemic antibacterial antibiotics
were used. Another example is Pebesma et al. [61], where three patient groups
are separated to model the trajectory of cardiovascular risks for patients with
type 2 diabetes: a high-risk, medium-risk and low-risk group. After modelling
the evolution of the risk level for each group, the gender distribution within
each group is determined, suggesting that female patients tend to be in lower
risk states compared to their male counterparts. A final example is the research
by Andrews et al. [6], who study the pre-hospital care process for victims of
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road traffic accidents. In this respect, they consider three groups: (i) persons
who do not require ambulance transportation, (ii) persons who are transported
to e.g. local medical practices or elderly care facilities, and (iii) persons who are
transported to a hospital [6].

Other papers compare different time periods, which is another type of com-
parative process mining. For instance, Yoo et al. [92] use process mining to assess
the impact of commissioning new buildings of a hospital, where, e.g., the cancer
centre and clinical neuroscience centre have moved to the same floor and addi-
tional administrative counters have been added. To determine the impact of the
move to the new building, as well as the associated new facilities that became
available, the results of a process mining analysis before the move are compared
to the results using an event log of a period after the move. Their findings high-
light that processes run more efficiently in the new facilities, both for the cancer
centre and the clinical neuroscience centre. Moreover, the consultation waiting
time decreased [92]. A different example is situated within the context of an
emergency department. Within that context, Stefanini et al. [77] compare the
summer period to the winter period. In their comparison, they both incorporate
the patients’ trajectory as well as a variety of key performance indicators. One
finding is that urgent patients, on average, have to wait longer before their first
consultation in summer than in winter [77].

Regarding the comparison of healthcare organisations, a prime example is the
work by Partington et al. [60]. They compare four Australian hospitals in terms
of the pathway of patients who presented themselves at the emergency depart-
ment and are suspected to suffer from acute coronary syndrome. The comparison
focuses on the control-flow and time perspectives of the process. Regarding the
time perspective, measures such as waiting times, throughput time and length of
stay are taken into consideration. Various valuable insights were retrieved from
the comparative analysis, e.g. some hospitals use an angiography (i.e. an X-ray
of a patient’s blood vessels) significantly more often than other hospitals. More-
over, significant differences in the length of stay of patients were discovered [60].
The work of Partington et al. [60] highlights the great potential of comparative
process mining to compare local practices and process performance values. This
can constitute a fruitful basis for mutual learning and, hence, the improvement
of healthcare processes. However, it requires a culture of transparency, which has
been highlighted as a challenge for process mining adoption within the broader
process mining field [56].

3.5 Predictive Process Mining

While the aforementioned process mining types are backward-looking, process
mining in healthcare research has also focused on forward-looking approaches,
i.e. predictive process mining (see also Chapter 10 [21]). Two key research topics
are data-driven prediction models and data-driven process simulation. An exam-
ple of the former category, data-driven prediction models, is Benevento et al. [9],
which focus on predicting the waiting time of patients at the emergency depart-
ment. To this end, various predictor variables are taken into consideration, such
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as patient variables (e.g. their age or the assigned triage code), temporal vari-
ables (e.g. the hour of the day), staff-based variables (e.g. the nurses’ schedules,
the physicians’ schedules). They also consider queue-related variables in the pre-
diction model (e.g. the number of patients who received a triage code, but were
not yet treated), which were identified in an event log. The empirical evidence
suggests that adding the queue-related variables improves the performance of
the waiting time prediction model. In a very different context, van der Spoel
et al. [82] use a combination of data mining and process mining techniques to
predict the cashflow of a Dutch hospital. In this respect, they focus on predicing
the treatment trajectory based on the diagnosis and the start of the trajectory,
as well as on predicting the duration of this trajectory [82].

Several papers have investigated the potential of process mining within the
context of process simulation in healthcare. These efforts belong to the domain
of data-driven process simulation, which refers to the extensive use of an event
log during the development of a simulation model [19]. For example: Tamburis
and Esposito [78] investigate how process mining could be used to support the
development of a simulation model of the cataract treatment process at an oph-
thalmology department. Kovalchuck et al. [42], in their turn, simulate the process
that patients suffering from acute coronary syndrome follow, using process min-
ing to support the model development process. To demonstrate the developed
simulation model, they focus on the effect of the availability of angiography
equipment, which is important to quickly detect the presence of acute coronary
syndrome. In particular, the influence of varying the number of angiography
instruments on output measures such as the length of stay and the average wait-
ing time is predicted [42]. Franck et al. [33] use a simulation-based analysis of
the process of stroke patients at the emergency department. Process mining is
used to determine the order of activities from an event log. Using the simulation
model, various scenarios are defined in terms of the number of neurovascular
intensive care unit beds required to provide patients with care according to the
optimal clinical pathway.

van Hulzen et al. [84] use data-driven process simulation to explore poten-
tial future scenarios to support capacity management decisions for the radiology
department of a Belgian hospital. Within the context of the construction of
new facilities, which involves a centralisation of different geographically sepa-
rated campuses, department management needs to provide input regarding the
required number of radiological devices (X-ray, CT scanner, etc.), the size of the
waiting area for ambulatory patients, and the required number of receptionists.
In particular, the study centers around three key questions formulated by the
department management: (i) what is the effect of the centralisation of services
on the required resource capacities?, (ii) what is the impact of abolishing the
need for patients to drink contrast fluid on the throughput time and required
waiting area size?, and (iii) what would be the effect of an online registration
system for ambulatory patients on the reception staff requirements and the size
of the waiting area? To develop a simulation model to answer these questions, an
event log originating from the radiology information system is intensively used.
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While the case study clearly demonstrates the potential of data-driven process
simulation in healthcare, van Hulzen et al. [84] also highlight challenges such as
data quality issues, as well as the lack of support to interactively involve domain
experts during the development of a simulation model.

3.6 Action-Oriented Process Mining

As highlighted in Chapter 1 [1], action-oriented process mining focuses on trans-
lating process mining insights into actions. This is also a crucial step within the
healthcare domain as only then process mining will reach its full potential as
a catalyst of evidence-based process improvement [55]. Despite its great impor-
tance, research efforts focusing on the translation of process mining insights in
actions are scarce in the healthcare domain. This is confirmed by the review of
De Roock and Martin [17], where the need for more research on the translation
of process mining outcomes to actionable process improvement ideas is indicated
as one of the key recommendations for the future development of the research
field.

A first step in the direction of action-oriented process mining is ensuring that
process mining endeavors start from specific questions put forward by healthcare
professionals [55]. Several research papers explicitly report on this matter, such as
the work by van Hulzen et al. [84] on data-driven process simulation for capacity
management at the radiology department. In a similar vein, Agostinelli et al. [2]
explicitly devote attention to defining the questions of healthcare professionals
in a process mining project in cooperation with the San Carlo di Nancy hospi-
tal. Better understanding three key processes was the central objective of the
process mining analysis, including the hospitalisation process of patients. How-
ever, Agostinelli et al. [2] claimed that it was difficult to elicit specific questions
from healthcare professionals because they had no background knowledge on
process mining. The knowledge gap between process mining experts and domain
experts is an important consideration to take into account when moving towards
action-oriented process mining.

3.7 Further Reading

This section had the ambition to provide an intuitive overview of common use
cases in process mining in healthcare literature. Hence, it does not constitute a
full overview of all scientific contributions in the field. For a more detailed outline
of the state of the art in literature, the reader is referred to one of the literature
reviews on process mining in healthcare that have been published. Some reviews
focus on a particular subdomain in healthcare: Kurniati et al. [43] on oncology,
Kusuma et al. [44] on cardiology, Williams et al. [90] on primary care, and Farid
et al. [28] on frail elderly care. Other reviews take a more generic perspective and
consider process mining in healthcare as a whole: Ghasemi and Amyot [36], Rojas
et al. [71], Batista and Solanas [8], Erdogan and Tarhan [27], Rule et al. [73],
Dallagassa et al. [16], Guzzo et al. [37], and De Roock and Martin [17]. All review
papers significantly differ in terms of the review dimensions that are taken into
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consideration and whether time trends are taken into consideration [17]. De
Roock and Martin [17] provide an overview of the similarities and differences
amongst 11 published literature reviews.

4 Case Study

The previous sections introduced healthcare processes, their particularities, and
common use cases in process mining in healthcare literature. This section
presents a real-life case study of conducting a process mining analysis in a hos-
pital. The case study is situated in the Superfluid Hospital project conducted
at the hospital of Braunschweig, led by Dr. Andreas Goepfert and Lars Anwand
together with Nils Wittig. The project has the overarching ambition of ensur-
ing that processes run smoothly within the hospital in order to improve the
well-being of patients and employees, the quality of care, as well as the hos-
pital’s financial performance. To outline the case study, the project goal and
IT-infrastructure is discussed (Sect. 4.1), followed by the outcomes of the pro-
cess mining analysis (Sect. 4.2).

4.1 Project Goal and IT-Infrastructure

The specific goal of the Superfluid Hospital project is discovering medical treat-
ment processes within the hospital. To this end, readily available process exe-
cution data and process mining has been used in order to avoid any additional
documentation work for healthcare professionals. The fact that no additional
data needs to be recorded could play an important role in nurturing acceptance
for process mining and to stimulate its use on a continuous basis (e.g. also to
track and evaluate the effect of process changes).

Hospitals typically use a variety of IT systems, implying that process exe-
cution data will also be scattered over various systems. In order to be able to
analyse all relevant data centrally, the Braunschweig hospital uses data ware-
house infrastructure as a starting point for process mining. This data warehouse
already gathers the relevant data from various underlying information systems
in the hospital. In particular, this case study uses the data warehouse infrastruc-
ture and business intelligence solution eisTIK from KMS Vertrieb und Services
AG, which combines process execution data from different data sources such as
the Hospital Information System, the Laboratory Information System, the Radi-
ology Information System, etc. For the process mining analysis, an integrated
version of the tool Celonis has been used within the data warehouse. Hence, pro-
cess mining is no longer a standalone tool, which lowers the efforts for healthcare
professionals to perform process mining.

4.2 Outcomes of the Process Mining Analysis

This subsection illustrates the outcomes of conducting process discovery at the
case study hospital in Braunschweig. In particular, the focus will be on the med-
ical treatment process of cardiology patients, which is a cohort of 1566 patients
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Fig. 1. Detailed view of the trajectories of patients receiving cardiology services, show-
ing only a cut-out of the whole process.

in the data warehouse. It was the ambition of the project team, consisting of
process analysts and healthcare professionals, to gain a deep understanding in
the treatment of cardiology patients in order to identify areas for improvement
towards the future.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the trajectories of patients receiving cardiol-
ogy services, in particular a coronary angiography, containing all activities that
have been conducted. As becomes apparent from the visualisation, this level of
detail is unsuitable to gain insights into potential problems in the process. As a
consequence, the amount of activities represented in the process model is reduced
by means of filtering. Visualising only the most important activities, as shown in
Fig. 2, leads to a less complex process model. The key difference between Figs. 1
and 2 is that the percentage of included activities is reduced from 100% in Fig. 1
to 53% in Fig. 2. Moreover, the number of connections between activities is also
significantly reduced to about 40% in Fig. 2.

When studying Fig. 2 in more detail, it follows that particular diagnostics
have already been performed for some patients before they actually go to the
hospital. In particular, for 593 patients, an electrocardiogram and other check-
ups (‘Vorstationäre Leistungen’ ) have already been executed before they were
admitted to the hospital. Note that all results that patients bring with them will
still be checked to ensure that the patient is eligible for the procedure. Patients
that do not have prior check-up results generally take one of the following paths
from hospital admission (‘Aufnahme’, blue hexagon) onwards:
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Fig. 2. Filtered view of the process for cardiology patients receiving a coronary angiog-
raphy, all grouped by DRG F49G (which is a diagnosis-related grouping that is used
as a billing system in Germany). (Color figure online)

– Path 1 – on average 7 h to intervention: Patients following the first path
directly proceed to the coronary angiography (‘Koronarangiographie’, green
hexagon). It takes, on average, seven hours before this intervention with a
coronary angiography can be performed (e.g. due to the need for a general
consultation, the analysis of a blood sample, etc.). This implies that, when
the patient arrives at the hospital in the morning, the intervention occurs on
the same day.

– Path 2 – on average 31 h to intervention: Patients following the second
path receive an electrocardiogram (‘EKG’, yellow hexagon) on average four
hours after their arrival at the hospital. When the results of the electocar-
diogram are available, the patient is ready for the coronary angiography. It
takes, on average, 27 h before the intervention is actually carried out.

– Path 3 – on average 51 h to intervention: Patients which follow the
third path receive an X-ray (‘Radiologische, CT, MRT Leistung’, purple
hexagon), on average, six hours after their arrival at the hospital. Afterwards,
on average 18 h pass before the patient receives an electocardiogram (‘EKG’,
yellow hexagon). Finally, a coronary angiography takes place, on average,
another 27 h later.

Note that Fig. 2 also contains a connection between the execution of an elec-
trocardiogram (‘EKG’, yellow hexagon) and hospital admission (‘Aufnahme’,
blue hexagon). This connection represents patients which are temporarily dis-
charged from the hospital, but return the following day to continue the process.
Another interesting connection was revealed by analysing the data i.e. the direct
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connection from admission (‘Aufnahme’, blue hexagon) to discharge (Entlas-
sung, blue hexagon) in Fig. 2 within 21 h. This connection can be explained by
the existence of a specific group of patients for whom the treatment has been
recorded in a different logic. These patients have previously not been included in
the internal performance measurement. This shows that process mining can also
highlight relevant deviations in the documentation. In this way, important areas
of action for the improvement of data quality have been identified, generating
additional added value for the hospital.

As mentioned in Sect. 3, it is important that process mining insights are
also translated to actions. Based on the analysis, of which some highlights have
been presented above, several actions have been specified in the process, as will
be exemplified here. Firstly, patients will be encouraged to bring all relevant
radiological imaging and recent electrocardiogram reports with them. This will
enable them to get treated much faster by following the first path described
above. Secondly, measures have been taken to accelerate the second path to make
sure that patients receive the intervention during their first day of hospitalisation.
Due to organisational adjustments, patients now receive the ECG with higher
priority. This makes it possible that, after a faster diagnosis, they often receive
the actual intervention in the afternoon of the day of admission. Finally, the third
path outlined above should be combined with the second path by registering
patients for both the radiological and cardiological diagnostic services at the
moment of admission. The relevant preliminary examinations can be carried out
and evaluated over the course of a day. In this way, the procedure can take place
the day after admission, provided that there are no medical reasons for not doing
so.

Healthcare professionals provided positive feedback on the conducted pro-
cess mining analysis, both with respect to the analysis procedure, as well as
with regards to the insights that have been gathered. The conducted analysis
made healthcare professionals aware of the improvement potential in their pro-
cesses, which will result in shorter hospitalisations and improved care quality for
patients. Especially changes that resulted in a reduction of unnecessary waiting
times in the patient’s trajectory are considered highly useful. While the insights
and improvement actions presented in this section are based on an analysis of
historical data, it should be noted that the use of the data warehouse with
integrated process mining functions also enables real-time analyses. As a conse-
quence, it is possible to create a live view of the process, which opens options to
take action in the process while the process for a patient is still running.

5 Open Challenges

Section 3 and Sect. 4 demonstrate the great potential of process mining in health-
care, as well as the research that has been conducted in the research field. How-
ever, it has been reported that the uptake of process mining in healthcare, beyond
case studies in a research context, is fairly limited [55]. Hence, there are still sig-
nificant challenges ahead to ensure a widespread adoption of process mining
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in healthcare. The remainder of this section provides an overview of ten key
challenges for the field, based upon the recent work by Martin et al. [55] and
Munoz-Gama et al. [59].

Create a Standardised Terminology. In the healthcare domain, there is a
tradition of using standardised terminologies to ensure a common understanding
of concepts [26]. An illustration is the International Classification of Diseases
(ICD), which defines about 55000 codes to label injuries, diseases, and causes
of death in a standardised way [91]. In the process mining field, standardisation
often focuses on the data structure level (e.g. the XES and OCEL standards),
but less on the terminology level. Terms such as event, case, activity, and trace
might be used in an ambiguous way based on the working definitions of indi-
viduals or research groups. This is especially troublesome when working in an
interdisciplinary context as it can lead to problematic communication. Hence,
there is a need to develop a standardised terminology to support process min-
ing in healthcare, which should (i) provide a clear definition of process mining
concepts in a healthcare context, and (ii) link to existing terminologies in the
healthcare domain whenever possible [55].

Tackle Real-World Healthcare Problems. To support the uptake of process
mining, it is important that process mining methods help to solve real-word
problems of healthcare professionals. In order to capture and thoroughly under-
stand these problems, close and ongoing interaction between the process mining
community and healthcare professionals is needed. Only then, methods can be
developed that actually support healthcare professionals to solve these problems
[55,59]. Progress still needs to be made as, based on a systematic literature
review, De Roock and Martin [17] conclude that only 12.5% of the reviewed
papers reported that healthcare professionals were actively involved during the
problem definition stage of a process mining project. Besides eliciting problems
from healthcare professionals instead of assuming that a particular issue is rele-
vant, it is also key to evaluate process mining methods using real-life data from
an authentic healthcare context. Besides enabling the researcher to fine-tune the
developed method based on the complexity of real-life data, a real-life demonstra-
tion will also build confidence among healthcare professionals in process mining’s
ability to tackle real-world problems [55,59].

Deal with Low Quality Data. The healthcare domain has been shown to
suffer from low quality process execution data, the key input for process mining.
As applying process mining techniques to low quality data can lead to counter-
intuitive and even misleading results [4], data quality is an important challenge
for process mining in healthcare (see also Chapter 6 [18]). Data quality issues
include missing events (i.e. events that took place, but which were not registered
in the system), incorrect timestamps (i.e. timestamps that do not correspond
to the time at which the event actually took place), and imprecise resource
information (i.e. resource information that does not refer to a specific healthcare
professional) [52,54]. While approaches have recently been developed to assess
the event log quality or to handle specific event log quality issues using targeted
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heuristics [54], data quality remains a challenge for process mining in healthcare.
In this respect, it is also important that healthcare organisations are made aware
of the need to improve data registration at the source in order to fully leverage
the potential of process mining. Potential initiatives include raising awareness
among healthcare professionals and facilitating data registration when designing
user interfaces [55,59].

Identify the Most Suitable Process Modelling Language. Within the con-
text of control-flow discovery, process mining enables retrieving a visual represen-
tation of how a healthcare process is performed in reality. In order to effectively
use a process model as a communication instrument and, hence, as a basis for
process improvement, it is important to determine the most suitable process
modelling language within a healthcare context. Within the business process
management domain, a wide variety of process modelling languages have been
developed such as BPMN, Petri nets and Declare. At the same time, modelling
languages to represent clinical guidelines such as GLIF3 have been proposed
in the healthcare domain. Given the plethora of available languages and as it
has been shown that the modelling language impacts model understandability
[32], thorough benchmarking research is required. Such research should focus on
both the expressive power of the considered modelling language, as well as the
understandability of the resulting control-flow model for healthcare professionals.
Regarding the latter, a wide range of healthcare contexts and healthcare profes-
sionals should be taken into account. By carefully understanding the strengths
and weaknesses of existing process modelling languages, both from the business
process management and the healthcare domain, valuable lessons can be drawn
on the visualisation of process mining outcomes in healthcare [55].

Move Beyond Control-Flow Discovery. While Sect. 3 aimed at providing a
broad view on process mining in healthcare, it should be recognised that control-
flow discovery remains the most dominant use case of process mining in health-
care [17,37]. While there is a clear need for control-flow discovery algorithms
that are designed with the particularities of healthcare processes in mind, it is
important that targeted methods are also developed for other process mining
types such as conformance checking, predictive process mining or to discover
insights from the time or resource perspective [59]. Moreover, as follows from
Sect. 3, more research on action-oriented process mining in healthcare is needed
as this is the key for process mining to actually contribute to the generation of
societal value in healthcare. With respect to the various perspective of a pro-
cess, analyses that span over several process perspectives, e.g. which combine
the control-flow perspective with the time or resource perspective, also have the
potential to generate great value for healthcare. Such multi-perspective analy-
ses can provide healthcare professionals with rich insights, e.g. about how the
control-flow of the process gives rise to particular resource behaviour [55,59].

Look Beyond the Hospital Walls. As highlighted in Sect. 2.2, patients are at
the core of healthcare processes. Patients, especially patients with a chronic dis-
ease, often have a therapeutic relationship with various healthcare organisations.
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However, the great majority of the research on process mining in healthcare is
still focused on what happens with patients in the context of a hospital visit
or admission. Exceptions such as Fernandez-Llatas et al. [30], who focus on
supporting nursing home design using process mining, are scarce. Even when
a part of the patient’s diagnosis and treatment process takes place in a hospi-
tal, it is important to note that a significant portion of the process might also
be executed outside the hospital’s walls. For instance: an oncological patient
might have surgery at a specialised hospital, (s)he might have regular check-ups
scheduled at a local general hospital and might receive specific treatments at
home, supported by a home healthcare organisation. When process mining has
the ambition to provide healthcare professionals with valuable insights in the
patient journey, it will probably not be sufficient to only study the process frag-
ment that takes place in the hospital. As process execution data will be spread
over the information systems of several healthcare organisations, this will pose
challenges in terms of obtaining data and connecting all data sources. Moreover,
careful consideration has to be given to data privacy and security. While privacy
and security are relevant for all process mining endeavours, involving several
healthcare organisations will add an additional layer of complexity [55,59].

Give Control to Healthcare Professionals. Currently, process mining ini-
tiatives in healthcare are often carried out by a multidisciplinary team, consist-
ing of both healthcare professionals and process mining experts. Process mining
experts play an important role given the technical skills which are required to
prepare an event log and perform the appropriate analyses. In the long run, it
should be the ambition of the process mining community to develop tools which
are so intuitive that healthcare professionals can autonomously use them, instead
of depending on (potentially external) process mining experts. While this is far
from trivial given the high complexity of many healthcare processes, as well as
due to complicating factors such as data quality issues, efforts to give control to
healthcare professionals are highly valuable. A first step would, for instance, be
to ensure that healthcare professionals are actively involved in the specification
of analysis targets. In order to make informed judgements and clearly delineate
their questions, it would be highly valuable if healthcare professionals have a
minimal level of data and process literacy [2,17]. Moreover, enhanced training
might also nurture a mindset in which process execution data is considered as a
strategic asset that the healthcare organisation wishes to leverage to the largest
extent possible. Additional efforts to gradually give control to healthcare pro-
fessionals involve specific attention to elements such as the use of unambiguous
terminology and the clear visualisation of outcomes when developing tools to
perform process mining in healthcare [55,59].

Integrate Process Mining Functionalities in Existing Systems. The
positioning of process mining as a standalone tool constitutes a major barrier for
the systematic use of process mining in healthcare practice. Nowadays, in order
to use process mining, data often need to be extracted from the health informa-
tion system, reformatted to the required event log structure, and imported in a
process mining tool. While this is feasible for a one-off research project, this is
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impractical in the daily work setting of healthcare professionals. Hence, to sup-
port the use of process mining in healthcare, process mining functionalities need
to be integrated in the information systems that are used by healthcare profes-
sionals. To this end, a strong partnership between the process mining commu-
nity and health information system vendors needs to be established. Moreover,
healthcare organisations can include the need for data-driven process analysis
functions when formulating update requests to their vendors [55]. The case study
presented in Sect. 4 presents a first step towards tackling this challenge as process
mining functionalities were integrated with the data warehouse solution used by
the hospital under consideration.

Develop Tailored Methodologies for Process Mining in Healthcare.
The particularities of healthcare show the need for the development of tailored
methodologies for process mining in healthcare. Such methodologies should pro-
vide specific guidelines for the various phases of a typical process mining initia-
tive in a healthcare context, ranging from the specification of the research prob-
lem, over the composition of the event log, the execution of the analysis, to the
interpretation of the final results, and the actions that will be linked to the find-
ings. When establishing methodologies, inspiration should evidently be drawn
from efforts in the broader process mining field such as the L*-methodology [81],
and the PM2-methodology [83]. However, it is key to also take the particulari-
ties of the healthcare domain into consideration, as well as the wide variety of
contexts in which process mining can be used in the domain. The presence of
solid methodological support might also persuade healthcare organisations that
are considering the adoption of process mining, but still have concerns regarding
the rigour of a relatively young research domain, as well as regarding how the
process mining effort should exactly be approached [55,59].

Evolve in Symbiosis with Evolutions in the Healthcare Domain. As
highlighted in Sect. 2.2, the healthcare domain is in constant evolution due
to advances in various fields such as medicine and technology. Moreover, new
paradigms such as patient-centred care give rise to new care approaches. Against
this background, it will be an ongoing challenge for process mining to follow-
up on these evolutions and to ensure that the provided support matches the
expectations of healthcare organisations. To appreciate the latter statement, it
is important to realise that process mining will always be a means to an end,
rather than a goal in itself. Consequently, the impact of process mining in the
healthcare field will depend on its ability to add value within a constantly chang-
ing context. From that perspective, process mining in healthcare should evolve in
symbiosis with evolutions in the healthcare domain. While the foregoing repre-
sents a more reactive perspective, it is important to note that process mining can
also actively contribute to evolutions in healthcare. For instance: process min-
ing techniques can be used to efficiently compare various treatment processes
with respect to the clinical and patient experience outcomes they generate and,
hence, can contribute to shaping the clinical pathways of the future. Similarly, by
providing profound insights in the usage patterns of mobile health applications,
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process mining can help to optimise the user-friendliness and, hence, patient
satisfaction with respect to telemonitoring instruments [55,59].

6 Conclusion

This chapter introduced a specific application domain of process mining: health-
care. Healthcare is a promising domain in which process mining can create sig-
nificant societal value by helping healthcare organisations to better understand
and improve their processes. Besides highlighting and illustrating the potential of
various types of process mining in healthcare, the complex nature of many of its
processes was also discussed. The specific characteristics of healthcare processes,
such as the high level of variance and the widespread presence of guidelines and
protocols, necessitate the development of dedicated process mining methods. In
this respect, it is important to note that process mining in healthcare can build
upon an active and committed research community, who are keen to develop
novel methods that start from real-world problems experienced in healthcare.
This will definitely be needed as the systematic uptake of process mining in
healthcare, beyond the research context, is still fairly limited. A multitude of
challenges is still ahead.

While current literature still predominantly focuses on the hospital setting,
as was clearly reflected in the examples used in this chapter, it is important to
also consider other types of healthcare organisations such as elderly care organi-
sations, psychiatric care organisations and home-based care organisations. These
organisations are also confronted with immense challenges and are likely to have
even less resources available for advanced analytics than hospitals. Even though
these other types of healthcare organisations might even be more challenging
for process mining than the hospital context, e.g. because of their lower matu-
rity in terms of data registration, they would greatly benefit from open access
and user-friendly instruments from the research community to gain data-driven
insights in their processes.

As a final reflection, we would like to make a message explicit that might have
already become apparent while reading through this chapter: process mining in
healthcare is not merely about technology and algorithms, but also about peo-
ple. Actionable insights to improve healthcare processes will always emerge from
the interplay between the process mining outcomes and the profound domain
knowledge of healthcare professionals. Hence, it is crucial that healthcare profes-
sionals build trust in the potential of process mining and the results it generates.
While healthcare professionals are a crucial actor in process mining in health-
care, another stakeholder should always remain at the center of attention: the
patient. In the end, healthcare organisations, healthcare professionals, process
miners and many others join forces for a single goal: to provide the best possible
care to patients in a way that is sustainable in the long run. Without disregard-
ing the numerous challenges that are still ahead, this chapter demonstrated that
process mining can (and should) play an important role in achieving that goal.
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